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No consensus and little experimental evidence exist in the

geotechnical engineering community regarding K
Q
-behavior of normally

consolidated fine-grained soils during one-dimensional secondary

compression aging and the origin and magnitude of the quasi

-

preconsolidation effect.

After reviewing several concepts, a control volume triaxial-type

test cell with support systems was developed. This equipment allows

the maintenance and measurement of the K
Q
-condition during

consolidation. Design considerations, development history, and

performance parameters for the system are provided.

Six normally consolidated fine-grained specimens, three Edgar

Plastic Kaolinite and three Agsco novaculite, were allowed to age a

minimum of 14 days under a 2 tsf vertical stress while the



K -condi tion was maintained and measured. The specimens were loaded

in small increments following aging to determine if the quasi-

preconsolidation effect had developed.

Results show K decreases during secondary aging in one-

dimensional compression for normally consolidated fine-grained

soils. Moreover, the quasi-preconsolidation effect develops in both

cohesive and cohesionless fine-grained soils. This suggests the

quasi-preconsolidation effect develops due to increased friction

rather than bonding as previously proposed. Finally, results

indicate the existing theory for predicting the magnitude of the

quasi-preconsolidation effect needs further refinement.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

Since the introduction of Karl Terzaghi's one-dimensional

consolidation theory in 1923, geotechnical engineers have

investigated phenomena which cause deviations from predictions based

on his theory. In recent years, geotechnical researchers have

offered the quasi-preconsolidation (q-p
c ) phenomenon as an

explanation for predicted settlements exceeding actual settlements in

soils.

Although the existence of the q-p
c
effect is generally

acknowledged, no such agreement exists regarding its origin.

Currently, bond-increase and soil friction-increase phenomena contend

for recognition as the cause of the q-p
c

effect. This lack of

understanding regarding the q-p
c
effect has prevented its practical

use in settlement calculations.

Over the past 40 months, the University of Florida (UF), under

the direct sponsorship of the National Science Foundation (NSF) and

ancillary sponsorship by the Air Force Engineering and Services

Center (AFESC), studied the behavior of normally consolidated (NC)

fine-grained soils during secondary compression aging, in general,



and the subsequent inferences regarding the q-p
c

effect, in

particular. This paper discusses that study and its findings.

1.2 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this study was to provide answers to the

following questions:

1) For a normally consolidated fine-grained soil, does

K = o\/o{ increase, decrease, or remain constant during

secondary aging in one-dimensional compression?

2) Is the existing quantitative theory for predicting the q-p
c

effect (Schmertmann, 1981) accurate in light of the answer to

question 1?

The research team established two specific objectives enroute to

answering the questions above:

1) design and build a laboratory device to measure lateral soil

pressures (and hence K ) during one-dimensional

consolidation, and

2) subject a variety of fine-grained soils to one-dimensional

normal consolidation then to at least 14 days of secondary

aging to determine changes in K
Q

with time.

Due to the disproportionate amount of time required to achieve the

first objective, the research team focused on establishing a credible

data base for two soils to present in this report.



1.3 Project History

As alluded to earlier, development of a K
Q
-consol idometer and

execution of the accompanying test program was a time-consuming and

expensive proposition. This section provides the prospective

researcher an idea of potential problems and documents the

contributions of the author's fellow UF researchers.

In March 1982, NSF provided Dr. John L. Davidson and Dr. John H.

Schmertmann a grant (CEE-8116906) to study the behavior of NC fine-

grained soils during secondary aging and to evaluate Dr.

Schmertmann' s quantitative theory for the q-p
c

effect. Under their

direction and in consultation with Dr. Frank Townsend, W. David

Stoutamire designed a K
Q
-consol idometer test cell and control

system. Following Stoutamire' s graduation in December 1982, graduate

student Paul Sze began the first validation tests on the new

equipment. During his tenure, the problem of temperature sensitivity

was solved via construction of a styrofoam control room with

thermostat. However, Sze's tests indicated unreasonaoly low K
Q

values and no explanation was found at that time.

At Sze's departure in December 1983, the author became the

student investigator aided by master's student Michael Stefadouros.

Stefadouros continued refinement of the KQ -consol idometer while the

author prepared the IDS testing program, part of the original scope

of the project. Stefadouros made progress in achieving reasonable K
Q

values by streamlining the system's design to eliminate excess and

worn tubing where volume changes can occur. The Mark II control



board, built by Stefadouros in June 1984, reflected this simpler

design. However, a new problem arose—a loss of water from the

Volume Change Measurement Subsystem apparently unrelated to the

consolidation process. In July 1984, the author and undergraduate

assistant James Pool began a concerted effort to improve the

equipment's performance and the project's productivity by building a

mercury backpressure subsystem for each test cell and by continuing

development of the Mark II testing equipment.

On August 16, 1984, the research team met at the author's

request to review the progress, discuss the problems, and chart the

course of the project. The research team decided to 1) request an

extension to the project's deadline to allow more time for equipment

development and testing, 2) abandon the IDS test phase of the project

in light of dwindling time, money, and manpower resources, and 3)

test only two soils due to tnese limited resources. Specifically,

equipment development primarily dealt with the problems of low K
Q

values and the unexplained water loss.

Since August 16, 1984, the author and master's student Charles

Manzione, aided by student assistant Shau Lei, further iterated the

process of equipment refinement and soil testing. This final

iteration included completion of the Mark II testing equipment,

replacement of the Mark I control board, and a series of tests on two

fine-grained soils. This report presents the results of the

refinement/testing process, the dividend on an investment of

approximately 60 man-months and $82,000 of combined NSF, AFESC, and

UF funds.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 Introduction

The research team conducted two separate literature reviews

during the project, each corresponding to a specific objective

defined in Chapter 1. Stoutamire (1982) made an extensive survey of

the laboratory techniques for determining K during one-dimensional

consolidation before designing the UF i< -con soli dome ter equipment.

The author provides a synopsis of those findings in Chapter 4. The

second literature review focused on previous and concurrent work on

the q-p
c

effect. Specifically, this literature survey addressed

three questions:

1) What is the q-p
c
effect and what theories have been offered

to explain it?

2) What quantitative theories for predicting the q-p
c
effect

exist and on what assumptions are these theories based?

3) What concurrent research is being done on the q-p
c
effect and

the behavior of K
Q

during secondary compression aging?

This chapter reports the answers to these questions.



2.2 gualitative Theories for the Quasi-Preconsolidation Lffect

2.2.1 General

The q-p
c
effect may be defined as the capability of an "aged"

soil (a soil left under a constant effective stress over time) to

carry "additional load without undergoing significant settlements"

(Bjerrum, 1972, p. 18). Since the first observance of this

phenomenon by Casagrande (1936), researchers have assumed the q-p
c

effect existed only in cohesive soils and have predicated their

qualitative theories for the q-p
c
effect on this assumption.

Qualitative theories based on this assumption all share the idea that

temporary bonds are formed within the soil as the soil ages.

However, no single explanation emerged as to how and why these bonds

were formed. Schmertmann (1981) further stirred the controversy by

suggesting the q-p
c
effect was the result of frictional and not

bonding behavior within the soil and thus the q-p
c
effect also could

exist in cohesionless soils. Schmertmann
1

s theory likely will

receive new interest and scrutiny upon publication of this study.

The following section presents both bond and friction theories.

2.2.2 Qualitative Theories

Bond theories . Terzaghi (1941) postulated the first Dond theory

when he said nignly viscous, adsorbed pore water was displaced over

time and a rigid, solid bond gradually developed between clay

particles. Tjong-Kie Tan (1957) also believed rigid bonds develop

between mutually-connected plate-shape clay particles. Lambe (1960)



suggested cementation bonds develop over time as chemical weathering

occurs in the presence of ferric oxides. Bjerrum and Wu (1960) also

indicated chemical weathering may cause cementation bonds to develop

over time. Bjerrum (1967) further noted that iron compounds created

cementation between particles in Labrador quick clays exhibiting the

q-p
c

effect. Moreover, Bjerrum purported the q-p
c
effect to be the

result of increased bond strength as calcium Ca
++

, magnesium Mg
++

,

aluminum Al
+++

, ferrous Fe
++

, ferric Fe
+++

, or potassium K
+

ions

replaced sodium Na
+

ions during chemical weathering.

To date, the most comprehensive examination of the q-p
c
effect

in clays has been performed at Purdue University. Between 1955 and

1973, five separate studies were completed in an attempt to

characterize and explain the q-p
c

effect. The Purdue theory, as

reported by Leonards and Altschaeffl (1964) and reiterated by

Davidsor

fol lows:

during a period of time when a clay is subjected to

constant applied stresses, water molecules become
orientated in the vicinity of the edge-to-face contact
points. Particles slowly displace or creep into "the
most efficient arrangement possible from the standpoint
of bond strength." . . . The mineral skeleton can now
sustain pressure increments with very little deformation
until sliding of particles is again initiated at the

quasi-preconsolidation pressure. (Davidson, 1973, p. 26]

Friction theory . As noted earlier, Schmertmann' s 1981

qualitative theory for the q-p
c
effect was a radical departure from

the previous 40 years of attributing the effect to bonding.

Schmertmann hypothesizes the following behavior:



a clay can and will slowly readjust its fabric under
drained conditions, such as during long periods of time
at constant stress. The more easily dispersed (moved)
particles . . . yield by particle-to-particle slippages
to those . . . with more rigidity and which probably also
have more strength and more resistance to

dispersion. . . . With time the soil becomes stronger
and stiffer as a result of the yield-transfer of applied
shear to those stiffer and stronger aggregates.
(Schmertmann, 1981, p. 477)

2.2.3 Summary

Until 1981, the q-p
c
effect was considered a phenomenon which

only occurred in cohesive soils and resulted from stronger oonds

being formed in the soil over time. No explanation as to how these

bonds form has been universally accepted. In 1981, Schmertmann

presented a new qualitative explanation of the q-p
c

effect. His

theory attributes the q-p
c
effect to an increase of particle friction

within the soil fabric and thus maintains the q-p
c
effect can exist

in all soils. An examination of the test data on the cohesionless

soil used in this study should dispel one of these theories.

2.3 Quantitative Prediction of the Quasi-Preconsol idation Effect

2.3.1 General

Apparently, the uncertainty which exists over the cause of the

q-p
c

effect has precluded attempts to predict its magnitude. Indeed,

Schmertmann (1981) is the only researcher to publish a quantitative

tneory for the q-p effect. The following section discusses tne



assumptions on which this theory was based and presents the formula

for the q-p
c

effect.

2.3.2 Quantitative Theory

The underlying assumption to Schmertmann * s quantitative theory

is his soil friction-increase theory, as explained in Section

2.2.2. Specifically, Schmertrnann assumed an effective stress path

(ESP in Figure 2-1) based on this behavior and derived a formula to

quantify the q-p
c

effect.

The ESP from point to point 2 represents the phase where

normal consolidation occurs. The ESP from point 2 to point 3

represents the aging phase where the soil friction-increase

phenomenon is assumed to occur. The direction of the ESP from point

2 to point 3 is based on the assumption that K
Q

decreases during the

aging phase. After this aging, the soil is subjected to vertical

stress increases under the K
Q
-condition to test for the q-p.

effect. This effect reaches its maximum when the ES? reaches point

4. "After reaching point 4, the additional volume and shear strains

associated with further increasing effective stresses gradually

destroy the special fabric dispersion effects that increased ' [and

decreased K
Q
j during the 2-3 aging, and the ESP eventually returns to

the initial K
Q
-line at some point 5" (Schmertrnann, 1981, p. 479).

From tnis stress path, Schmertrnann derived the following

expression for the q-p_ effect:

2U-A
q
)(S

4
-S

2
)

Ap
cq

=
P
o Ll-(l-2Aq)S

4
Jll+S

2
)
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where Apcq
= the magnitude of the q-p

c
effect;

p = a] = the normal consolidation pressure;

S
2

= the slope of the initial K
Q
-line;

S
4

= the slope of the K
Q
-line after the q-p

c
effect; and,

A
q

= the net effect of the pore pressure parameter A over

the entire 2-4 ESP of the q-p
c

process.

2.3.3 Summary

Schmertmann (1981) has published the only theory to predict the

magnitude of the q-p
c

effect. Schmertmann assumed a stress path

based on his qualitative soil friction -in crease theory and derived a

formula to express the q-p
c

effect. Data from this research will be

important in evaluating his assumptions and theory.

2.4 Concurrent Research on the Quasi-Preconsolidation Effect
and K -Behavior During Secondary Compression Aging

2.4.1 General

During the past 40 months, the research team strove to keep

abreast of concurrent research on the q-p
c
effect and K

Q
-behavior

during secondary compression aging. This effort was expedited by the

publication of Schmertmann ' s technical note which posed the

question: "Will K
Q

= o'^/a^ of a normally consolidated cohesive soil

increase or decrease during secondary aging in one-dimensional

compression?" (Schmertmann, 1983, p. 121).

In this note, Schmertmann explained he had assumed K
Q

decreased

while developing his quantitative theory for the q-p_ effect for his
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-LINE AFTER q- 0(. EFFECT (SLOPE=S
a )

INITIAL < -LINE (SL0PE=S
2 )

Figure 2-1 Effective Stress Path (tSP) before, during, and after the
q-p

c
effect (Modified after Schmertmann, 1981, p. 479)
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1981 paper and that a "prominent reviewer" challenged this

assumption. This challenge prompted Schmertmann to poll 40

geotechnical engineers, renowned for their work in soil

consolidation, for their opinions. As reported in the technical

note, his survey indicated there was no consensus of opinion

regarding K -behavior during secondary aging.

Responses published subsequent to Schmertmann 's technical note

revealed a broad interest and several research efforts toward

answering the K
Q
-behavior question. However, these research efforts

did not address the application of this answer to the development of

qualitative and quantitative theories for the q-p
c

effect. Section

2.4.2 offers the information presently available on concurrent

research efforts.

2.4.2 Concurrent Research

Kavazanjian and Mitche

for MC saturated clays and decrease for 0C saturated clays. This

suggestion was based on "limited, though fairly conclusive" triaxial

cell data for two clays (undisturbed San Francisco Bay Mud and

compacted kaolinite) and on a theoretical analysis using the Singh-

Mitchell three-parameter creep equation. In a June 1984 telephone

conversation with the author, Dr. Kavazanjian said he was seeking to

expand his data base by further i< -tests using a modified triaxial

apparatus (Borja, 1984; Hsieh, 1984) and would welcome "further

exchange on tnis topic." To date, representative soil samples have
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been excnanged between the Stanford and UF researcn teams but no

comparative tests have been completed.

Soydemir (1984) also concluded K
Q

increases with aging for NC

cohesive soils. Soydemir based his answer on a mathematical analysis

of two viscoelastic models, the Kelvin and the Maxwell. Of

importance to note, Soydemir' s answer is based on an assumption of

viscoelasticity and no experimental evidence.

McRoberts (1984) argues that "K will remain the same with aging

because secondary compression occurs because of a gradual transition

from macropore to micropore dominated drainage" (Schmertmann, 1984,

p. 673). Again, McRoberts' argument is no more concrete than

Soydemir 's because he assumes a behavior and offers no direct

experimental evidence to support his assumption.

Magaraj (1984) and Allam and Sridharan (1984) agree with

Schmertmann's contention that K
Q

will decrease during aging.

Moreover, they agree with Schmertmann's assumption that "changes in

clay structure during aging that produce an increase in clay modulus

and strength . . . would produce a decrease in K
Q

when strain rate

continues to decrease during the aging" (Schmertmann, 1984, p. 673).

Discussions appearing in foreign geotechnical journals depicted

the same confusion over the answer to Schmertmann's question as in

American journals. For example, Japanese researchers Hanzawa (1983)

and Yasuhara (1983) offered experimental data suggesting the

constancy of K with aging. However, Yasuhara (1984) presents

experimental evidence to suggest K decreases with aging. Yasuhara

and lie (1984) emphasize the variation of K during one-dimensional
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consolidation is very sensitive to methods and devices used to

measure it.

In the

Jamiolkowski et al . (1985) cited test results on undisturbed

Panigaglia clay using a square oedometer with a flush pressure

transducer at Studio Geotechnico Italiano of Milan and on two organic

silty clays using the MIT Lateral Stress Oedometer as evidence that

K is constant during secondary compression aging. Moreover, those

researchers say Kavazanjian and Mitchell's views "either do not apply

to all cohesive soils or are premature" (Jamiolkowski et al., 1985,

p. 33).

2.4.3 Summary

The UF research team, aided by published responses to

Schmertmann's 1983 technical note, gathered information regarding

concurrent research efforts on the q-p
c
effect and K

Q
-behavior during

secondary compression aging. From this effort, the UF researchers

learned

1) many opinions, though most unsubstantiated with experimental

evidence, exist regarding K
Q
-behavior during aging;

2) current research efforts, excluding the UF effort, do not

address the application of K
Q
-behavior to the development of

qualitative and quantitative theories for the q-p
c

effect;

and
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3) results of KQ
-behavior studies seem very sensitive to the

methods and equipment employed.

In other words, the questions which prompted this study

(reference Section 1.2) were not answered in concurrent research

efforts.



CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS

3.1 Introduction

The three criteria for selecting the soils to be tested were

1) Was a large quantity of the material readily available for

the preparation of duplicate specimens as dictated by the

extended and iterative nature of the project?

2) Was some previous information on the soil's behavior

available as a guide for separating equipment and procedural

deficiencies from actual soil behavior during the

developmental phase?

3) Was the soil either a cohesive, fine-grained or a

cohesionless, fine-grained material as required by the scope

of the study?

The cohesive, fine-grained material or clay selected was

kaolinite from the Feldspar Corpora tion-EPK Clay Oivision in Edgar,

Florida. The cohesionless, fine-grained material or silt selected

was novaculite from the Agsco Corporation in Wheeling, Illinois. The

following sections discuss the general properties and preparation

procedures for each of these materials.

15
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3.2 Edgar Plastic Kaolinite

3.2.1 General Properties

Edgar Plastic Kaolinite was a particularly attractive choice

since it was available in large quantities at no cost due to the

generosity of Hugh Cannon, general manager of the EPK Division of

Feldspar Corporation. Moreover, this material had been used

frequently in instruction and research at the University of Florida

including some of Or. S.chmertmann' s earlier work. Hence, several

sources could be tapped regarding its general properties and

preparation.

From a combination of supplier's data, laboratory data, and

historical data, the properties of Edgar Plastic Kaolinite may be

listed as

Specific gravity of solids, G
s

= 2.59

Liquid Limit, LL = 54. 2%

Plastic Limit, PL = 29.2%

Plasticity Index, PI = LL-Pl = 25.02

Particles less than 2 U = 58.52

Activity, Pi/Particles less than 2 y = 0.43

Unified Soil Classification = CH

3.2.2 Specimen Preparation

This section presents an overview of Edgar Plastic Kaolinite

preparation procedures. A detailed account, complete with
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step-by-step instructions and photographs, is presented in a

companion report by Manzione (1985).

Edgar Plastic Kaolinite is received in dry, powdered form. This

powder is mixed with distilled water to a predetermined water content

of 40£ and then cured overnight. Next, the mixture is circulated

through a Vac-Aire ceramic extruder (Figure 3-1) while under vacuum

to achieve thorough mixing and de-airing. At the end of the fourth

pass through the extruder, the specimen is cut, rolled in waxed

paper, and dipped in warm wax three times to prevent moisture loss by

evaporation. The UF research team also found wrapping the specimen

in cellophane after waxing an effective deterrent to evaporation.

The specimens, designated EPKW, are stored in a steel cabinet in the

temperature control room until needed. Immediately prior to the

start of a test, the cellophane and waxed paper are carefully removed

and the specimen is placed in the cutting ring and trimmed to the

proper size using a wire saw (Figure 3-2). The trimmed specimen is

weigned and measured and water content determinations made from the

cuttings. The specimen is now prepared for insertion into the test

cell.

The Vac-Airs ceramic extruder allowed the research team -to

produce a large number of specimens with a high degree of saturation

and similar structure throughout the project. The average degree of

saturation for the extruded specimens used in Tests A, 8, and C was

92. IS.
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Figure 3-1 Yac-Aire Ceramic Extruder
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Figure 3-2 Cutting Ring, Wire Saw, and Trimmed EPKW Specimen
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3.3 Novacul ite

3.3.1 General Properties

Novaculite is not a soil in the traditional sense of the word.

Rather, novaculite is an industrial abrasive created by grinding very

hard, dense, even-textured, silica-bearing rock into fine

particles. Novaculite is used in the manufacturing of glass and

whetstones. One hundred pounds of novaculite were purchased from

Agsco Corporation for use as the cohesionless, fine-grained material

in this research. Although some work with novaculite was done at UF

in the late 1950 's and early 1960's, little was published and

laboratory notes from that era were sketchy. Consequently, the bulk

of information on novaculite and its preparation was found through

the manufacturer and experimentation.

The properties of Agsco novaculite include

Specific gravity of solids, G
s

= 2.65

Plasticity index, PI = (nonplastic)

Particles less than #200 sieve (74u) = 98.12%

Unified Soil Classification = ML

Hardness = Moh's Scale 7

3.3.2 Specimen Preparation

This section summarizes the procedures for preparing novaculite

specimens. Again, Manzione (1985) addresses the intracacies of "how

to" in his report.
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Novaculite is also received in dry, powdered form. Fellow

researchers should use extreme caution when handling this material in

powdered form because exposure can result in silicosis and eye

irritation. Thus protected by dust masks and goggles, researchers

mix the powder with distilled water to a predetermined water content

of 33.58%. This water content is significant because the material is

easily handled as a paste which can be spooned into a specimen

mold. Water contents above or oelow this point make the material

difficult to handle. The paste is spooned into the mold in three

lifts with the mold moved across a glass plate 10 times after each

lift. The material is allowed to cure overnight in the mold.

Immediately before the test, the mold is gently removed and the

specimen is weighed and measured before insertion into the test cell

(Figure 3-3). Curing drops the water content to 20.97% and creates a

solid specimen with which to work.

The procedures described above were developed to fill the

knowledge void regarding novaculite specimens, this development

included a misguided attempt at producing novaculite specimens using

tne ceramic extruder. Jespite this minor setDack, the final

procedures successfully produced a large quantity of uniform

specimens, designated NOVW. The cured specimens had an average

degree of saturation of 69.5% at insertion. Complete saturation of

the NOVW specimens was easily achieved at low oackpressures as

discussed in Section 4.4.
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'igure 3-3 NOVW Specimen and Mold



CHAPTER 4

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

4.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the design and operation of the UF KQ
-

consolidometer. Section 4.2 summarizes the initial design process.

Section 4.3 reviews the individual subsystems which comprise the

final system design, section 4.4 synopsizes the soil testing

procedures. Chapter 4 is not intended to be a handbook for the

construction and operation of a K -consolidometer. Such details are

available in the aforementioned companion report by Manzione

(1985). Rather, this chapter explains the evolution of tne UF K
Q
-

con soli dome ter design and soil test procedures.

4.2 System Concept Selection

As previously noted in Section 1.3, the research team spent the

majority of 1982 developing an initial design for the UF KQ
-

consolidometer. S-coutamire (1982) excellently recounts this initial

design process. This process involved four steps: 1) defining the

required basic functions of the system, 2) converting the functions

into design parameters and performance specifications, 3) generating

a list of alternatives to fulfill the parameters and specifications,

24
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and 4) developing a workable design of the alternative selected in

Step 3.

In Step 1, the research team identified the basic functions as

1J prevent strain, 2) apply stress, 3) measure stress, 4) drain

water, 5) maintain stress, and 6) minimize friction.

Step 2 required translating these functions into design

parameters and performance specifications. Table 4-1 lists each

function with its associated desiderata.

In Step 3, Stoutamire generated a list of alternatives to

satisfy the design requirements based on his review of technical

literature, manufacturer's catalogs, and references on fabrication

materials. In consultation with the remainder of the research team,

Stoutamire subjectively rated each alternative according to its

ability to meet tne functional requirements. Each system received a

score from 1 to 5, the larger value representing a better ability to

satisfy the functional requirement. Table 4-2 presents the results

of the evaluation.

Step 4 involved generating a detailed design for the selected

controlled-volume triaxial cell concept. Specifics of the current UF

K -consolidometer system are provided in Section 4.3 and Manzione

(1985). However, an overview of how the system functions as a whole

seems appropriate before examining the individual subsystems.

After the specimen is placed in the test cell, the specimen is

backpressured to achieve saturation. When the specimen and system

are fully saturated, vertical stress is applied incrementally to the

specimen. Each vertical stress increment causes the specimen to try
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Table 4-1 Basic Functions, Design Parameters, and Performance

Basic Function Design Parameters and Performance Specifications

Prevent Strain

Apply Stress

Measure Stress

Drain Water

Maintain Stress

Reduce Friction

10*10"° in/in lateral strain tolerance

0-111 psi variable lateral stress capability

±0.1 psi lateral stress sensitivity
±0.1 psi pore pressure sensitivity
222 psi pore pressure capacity

Drainage without disturbance to the specimen or
other functions

±0.1 psi stress tolerance over 30 days

Reduce or eliminate skin friction on the

specimen without interference with other
functions
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Table 4-2 Functional Analysis of Alternative ,K -Consolidometers

Function

Prevent Apply Measure Maintain Minimize

System Strain Stress Stress Stress Friction Total

1. Semirigid
Confining Ring
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to strain laterally (bulge) as indicated on the mercury manometer.

Lateral stress is applied until the manometer indicates the specimen

is neither bulging nor compressing laterally, the KQ
-condition.

Following application of the last vertical stress increment and the

ensuing dissipation of pore pressures, the lateral stress is

regulated at frequent intervals to keep the specimen at the KQ-

condition for at least 14 days. The lateral stress required and pore

pressure measurements are recorded at every interval.

Three versions of the UF KQ
-consolidometer system were built

during the project. The original system, Mark I, was dismantled for

parts in December 1984 after a nistory of inadequate performance.

The Mark II system, which began operations in September 1984,

performed well and featured a simpler, streamlined construction.

Salvaging some Mark I parts, the Mark III system was built after the

Mark II design to double soil testing capability. Mark III has also

performed well. Figure 4-1 offers a schematic of the Mark I I /Mark

III systems. Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the Mark II and Mark III

control boards, respectively. Section 4.3 reviews the construction,

function, and performance capability of the subsystems which comprise

the UF K -consolidometer Mark I I /Mark III systems.

4.3 Individual Subsystems

4.3.1 The Test Cell

The test cell was constructed to achieve the six basic functions

at the least cost. The cell (Figure 4-4) was macnined from stock
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Figure 4-2 UF K
Q
-Con sol i dome ter Mark II Control Board
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Figure 4-3 UF K Q
-Con soli dome ter Mark III Control Board
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aluminum plate ana pipe. Cell joints are sealed with standard stock

0-rings and brass tube fittings allow sample drainage and pressure

application. The 3.00 inch-diameter piston was machined from

stainless steel. Vertical load is transmitted to the piston via a

0.5 inch-diameter steel rod press fitted into the piston. The steel

rod rides in two Thomson stainless steel linear ball bushings. The

cell is constructed to handle a soil specimen 3.00 inches in diameter

and 0.75 inches high placed between two stainless steel porous discs

and surrounded by a rubber membrane (Figure 4-5).

Table 4-3 explains how the construction features cited above

relate to fulfilling the basic functions of the system.

4.3.2 Backpressure/De-airing Subsystem (BPPS)

The major components of the BPDS (Figure 4-1) are the pressure

source, the air/water interface tank Tl, and a Sensotec Model TJE/708

pressure transducer wired to a Doric Model 420 Transducer Indicator

UT02 in Figure 4-1). The Sensotec Model TJE/703 pressure transducer

nas a capacity of 150 psi . These components are connected to each

other and to the test cell via .25 inch-outside diameter Mylaflow

pressure tubing. The pressure source employed varies according to

need. The specimen is brought to the desired backpressure using

regulator Rl from the air compressor then switched to the mercury

backpressure system which provides a more stable backpressure over

long periods of time.

The functions of the 3P0S are 1) dissolve pockets of air in the

specimen and system to achieve a saturated specimen before loading
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Figure 4-5 Interior of Test Cell Showing Specimen and Porous Discs
Sealed in Rubber Membrane
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TaDle 4-3 Correlation of Basic Functions to Test Cell Construction
Features

Function Construction Feature

Prevent Strain Displacement of water in cell chamber changes
mercury manometer level indicating lateral stress
needs to be adjusted to prevent lateral strain.

Apply Stress 1)

2)

Line 2Y2 (Figure 4-1) allows lateral pressure
to be decreased or increased in the chamber to

maintain the K
Q
-conditi on.

Vertical stress is transmitted via the

stainless steel piston from the 0.5 inch-
diameter rod in contact with the oedometer
loading frame.

Measure Stress

Drain Water

Line 2V2 (Figure 4-1) is connected to the pressure
transducer RTD for the measurement of lateral
stress.

Water drains through the top stainless steel disc
and the top platten into Line 2V1 (Figure 4-1)

displacing water in the small buret.

Maintain Stress 1)

2)

Line 2Y2 (Figure 4-1) is connected to an

adjustable mercury pot system, noted as a

steady pressure source.
The piston transmits a dead load placed on an

oedometer loading frame; the dead load is

constant.

Reduce Friction 1)

3)

A rubber membrane is used to surround tne

specimen to preclude side friction and shear
stresses.
The 0.5 inch-diameter rod rides in two Tnomson
stainless teel linear ball bushings to minimize
friction and load eccentricity.
The piston is polished to a mirror finish and
coated lightly with a mixture of silicon and
glycerine to minimize friction.
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begins and 2) provide a constant backpressure after loading begins.

Each of these functions relates to the system's ability to measure

stress and maintain stress.

The backpressure may be adjusted to any pressure desired by

adjusting regulator Rl or by turning the wincn (Figure 4-6) to adjust

the height of the mercury pot, depending on the pressure source in

use. The maximum backpressure available is 100 psi using regulator

Rl and 111 psi using the mercury backpressure system. A tandem pot

arrangement (Figure 4-1) was necessary to achieve the 111 psi

capability on the mercury backpressure system. The Doric allows the

backpressure to be read to the nearest .01 psi, as measured by the

Sensotec pressure transducer.

4.3.3 Vertical Stress Application Subsystem (VSAS)

The VSAS consists of a modified Soil test Model C-221 oedometer

and a Soil test Model LC-3 dial gage (Figure 4-7). The oedometer is

modified to accommodate the 8-inch high test cell by replacing the

standard 3 inch threaded rods with 16 inch rods. The dial gage is

attached to the top frame to measure vertical deflections.

The functions of the VSAS are 1) apply vertical stress and 2)

measure vertical deformation.

The oedometer has a load capacity of 16 tons per square foot or

220 psi. Vertical deflections can be read on the dial gage to the

nearest .0001 inch and estimated to the nearest .00001 inch.
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Figure 4-6 Winch for Adjusting Backpressure/De-ain'ng Subsystem
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Figure 4-7 Vertical Stress Application Subsystem (VSAS)
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4.3.4 Lateral Strain Null Subsystem (LSNS)

The LSNS is simply a "U" column partially filled with mercury,

sometimes referred to as a mercury manometer (figure 4-8). One

branch of the "U" is connected to the test cell's top chamber outlet

via .25 inch-outside diameter copper tubing and the other to the

Lateral Stress Application Subsystem (LSAS) as shown in Figure 4-1.

The LSNS helps the system prevent strain, apply stress, and

measure stress. By observing the mercury level in the "U," the

researcher can detect movement of cell water caused by lateral

straining of the soil. Specifically, if the mercury level in the

right side of the "U" is above the pretest level, the lateral

pressure being applied exceeds that necessary for the K
Q
-condition.

Conversely, if the level is below, more pressure is needed for the

K
Q
-condi tion. The researcher uses the LSNS as a guide for applying

stress and as an indicator that true K -values may be computed from

measured stresses.

The LSNS scale may be read to the nearest .01 inch. The

diameter of the mercury manometer is .0197 in (.5 mm). Thus, the

manometer can detect volumetric strains as small as ± .6*10" 6 in
3 /in 3

and lateral strains as small as ± 5*10"° in/in, using .75 and 3

inches as the specimen height and diameter, respectively.

4.3.5 Lateral Stress Application Subsystem (LSAS)

The major components of the LSAS are the pressure source and a

Sensotec Model TJE/708 pressure transducer wired to a Doric Model 420

Transducer Indicator (RTD in Figure 4-1). Recall, the Sensotec Model
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Figure 4-8 Lateral Strain Null Subsystem (LSNS)
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TJE/708 pressure transducer has a capacity of 150 psi. During the

first hour of each load increment, the lateral pressure is adjusted

using regulator R2 since frequent and rapid adjustments are required

(Figure 4-1). At other times, the mercury pot system serves as the

source of lateral pressure because of its ability to maintain

pressure with little fluctuation over long periods of time (Figure

4-1). 3oth pressure sources are connected to the LSNS, and hence to

the test cell, with .25 inch-outside diameter Nylaflow pressure

tubing.

The LSAS fulfills the basic functions of applying, maintaining,

and measuring stress.

The lateral stress may be adjusted to any pressure necessary by

adjusting Regulator R2 or by turning the wincn (Figure 4-9) to adjust

the height of the mercury pot, depending on the pressure source in

use. The maximum lateral pressure available is 100 psi using

regulator R2 and 111 psi using the mercury pot system. The Doric

allows the lateral pressure to be read to the nearest .01 psi, as

measured by the Sensotec pressure transducer.

4.3.6 Pore Pressure Measurement Subsystem (PPMS)

The major component of the PPMS is a Sensotec Model TJE/741

differential pressure transducer wired to a Doric Model 420

Transducer Indicator (DTD in Figure 4-1). The Sensotec Model TJE/741

differential pressure transducer has a capacity of 50 psi. This

transducer measures the pressure difference between the pore water

pressure at the bottom of the specimen and the applied lateral
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Figure 4-9 Winch for Adjusting Lateral Stress Application Subsystem
(LSAS)
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stress. Subtracting the DTD value and the RTD2 values from RTD

yields the excess pore pressure. The differential transducer is

connected to the bottom of the specimen with .25 inch-outside

diameter Nylaflow tubing and to the LSNS with a combination of .25

inch-outside diameter Nylaflow and copper tubing.

Figure 4-10 shows all three transducers used in the UF K
Q
-

consolidometer system. The differential transducer is the large body

in the center of the photograph. All three transducers are mounted

at an elevation coincident with the specimen's centerline to

eliminate the need for elevation corrections.

The PPMS contributes to the "measure stress" function of the

system.

The Doric allows the differential pressure to be read to the

nearest .01 psi, as measured by the differential transducer.

4.3.7 Volume Change Measurement Subsystem (VCMS)

The VCMS consists of a small bore Duret connected to the top

specimen drainage port of the test cell via a combination of .25

inch-outside diameter copper and Nylaflow tubing (Figure 4-1). The

cross-sectional area of the burets are .018 in
2 and .016 in

2 for the

Mark II and Mark III systems, respectively. Figure 4-11 shows a

close-up of the small buret with the large overflow buret. The Mark

II VCMS employs 6 ft of copper and 5 ft of Nylaflow tubing. The Mark

III VCMS has approximately 4.5 ft of copper and i.6 ft of Nylaflow

tubing. Copper tubing was installed where possible due to Nylaflow'

s
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Figure 4-10 Pore Pressure Measurement Subsystem (PPMS) Components:
Sensotec Model TJE/741 Differential Pressure Transducer
(Center) and Sensotec Model TJE/708 Pressure Transducers
(Left and Right)
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Figure 4-11 Volume Change Measurement Subsystem (VCMS)
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aosorption/evaporation characteristics, a topic which will be

discussed in detail later in this report.

The function of the VCMS is to drain water. In addition, the

VCMS provides a check on the LSNS since the water expelled from the

specimen should equal the vertical change in specimen height times

the specimen area for the K
Q
-condition.

The divisions on the VCMS are .05 inches and may be estimated to

the nearest .01 inch. Therefore, the change in volume may be

calculated to the nearest .00018 in 3 and .00016 in 3 for the Mark II

and Mark III systems, respectively.

4.3.8 Temperature Control Subsystem (TCS)

The three components of the TCS are the temperature control

room, an Omega tnermostat, and an Arvin portable electric heater.

The temperature control room (Figure 4-12) is constructed of .5 inch-

thick styrofoam panels sealed with polyethylene and duct tape.

Plexiglass windows allow cursory equipment checks and light from

outside the room. The Omega thermostat may be set for any

temperature between 75°F and 125°F (Figure 4-13). When the

temperature drops below that desired, the thermostat turns on tne

electric heater (Figure 4-14) to raise the room temperature.

Fortunately, temperatures were not prone to rise above the desired

level; therefore no cooling element was provided for the TCS.

The function of tne TCS is to maintain a constant temperature.

A constant temperature is necessary so the system can achieve its six

basic functions. Specifically, temperature variations will cause the
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Figure 4-12 Temperature Control Subsystem (TCS)—Temperature Control

Room
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Figure 4-13 Temperature Control Subsystem(TCS)—Omega Thermostat
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Figure 4-14 Temperature Control Subsystem (TCS)--Arvin Portable
Electric Heater
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chamber, tubing, and water to expand or contract. Moreover, sealed

systems act as thermometers. Hence, all tests were conducted in the

temperature control room.

The divisions on the Omega thermostat are 1°F and may be

estimated to the nearest .1°F.

4.4 Soil Testing Procedures

This section presents a synopsis of how to test a soil in the UF

K -consolidometer. Again, Manzione (1985) should be consulted for

step-by-step details. The test is conducted in these five phases:

1) Prepare the specimen. This entails trimming, measuring, and

weighing the specimen before placement in the test cell.

2) Backpressure the specimen. The specimen is placed under a

constant backpressure to dissolve air pockets in the specimen

and system so full saturation can be achieved. Backpressure

typically takes 3 days and 1 day for kaolinite and

novaculite, respectively. B-value checks are conducted to

insure the specimen is fully saturated before proceeding with

the next step.

3) Load the specimen. Vertical stress is applied in three

increments of .5, 1, and 2 tsf. The K
Q
-condition is

maintained by adjusting the lateral stress as indicated by

the mercury manometer (LSNS). The excess pore pressure is

allowed to dissipate following each load increment before the
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next increment is applied. Dissipation typically takes 18-24

hours for kaolinite and .5-4 hours for novaculite.

4) Age the specimen. The specimen is allowed to sit under the

constant vertical stress of 2 tsf for a minimum of 14 days.

During this time, the lateral stress is adjusted to maintain

the K
Q
-condition as indicated by the mercury manometer

(LSNS). Deformation, stress, drainage, and temperature of

the specimen are monitored at frequent intervals, usually

every 2-4 hours.

5) Load the specimen. Finally, the K
Q
-condition is maintained

while the specimen is loaded in small increments to determine

the magnitude of the q-p
c
effect.

Although broad in scope, the previous discussion should aid in

understanding the data and analysis to follow.



CHAPTER 5

COMPUTATIONS AND RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews the data gathering/reduction process and

presents the test results. Section 5.2 discusses the observed

data. Section 5.3 explains how new information was developed by

reducing the observed data. Finally, Section 5.4 offers the test

results.

The data and results presented in this chapter are for six K
Q
-

consolidation tests conducted between September 28, 1984, and April

19, 1985. As prescribed by the principal investigators, each test

presented herein is a "perfect" test. A "perfect" test is defined as

a test free from any known equipment or procedural deficiencies. The

remainder of time in the final testing phase, the period cited above,

was spent developing the final design and procedures discussed

earlier so "perfect" tests could be achieved.

5.2 Observed Data

5.2.1 Before Test

Before each test, the specimen was trimmed, measured, and

weighed. Specimen trimmings were weighed, oven dried, and weighed

52
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again to determine the water content of the specimen. The diameter

and height were each measured 3 times to the nearest .001 cm using a

Mitutoyo micrometer. The specimen was weighed to the nearest .01 g

using a Mettler balance. The specific gravity of solids was known

for both materials.

5.2.2 During Test

Throughout the K
Q
-consolidation test, 10 pieces of information

are noted. The data are date, time, chamoer pressure, differential

pressure, backpressure, small buret level, large buret level,

manometer level, dial gage reading, and temperature. The degree of

accuracy for these measurements was discussed in Chapter 4.

5.3 Reduced Data

5.3.1 Before Test

Using the observed data, the volume, volume of solids, height of

solids, initial void ratio, area, and total unit weight may be

computed as shown in Figure 5-1.

5.3.2 During Test

Knowing the data observed before and during the test and the

reduced pretest data, values may be determined for excess pore

pressure, average pore pressure, lateral effective stress, vertical

effective stress, K , p', q', change in specimen height, and void

ratio. After calculating the values for K and void ratio,
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SYMBOLS: w = water content

weight of specimen

diameter of specimen

initial height of specimen

specific gravity of solids

area of specimen

volume of specimen

weight of solids

volume of solids

height of solids

e = initial void ratio

Y = total unit weight

Yw = unit weight of water

OBSERVED: W, d, H, G c

COMPUTED:
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correlations such as aged K
Q

values as a percentage of the pre-aging

K
Q

value and void ratio as a percentage of initial void ratio may be

found. Figure 5-2 shows the data reduction sequence.

5.4 Test Results

This section presents the specimen data and test results for the

six ^-consolidation tests run using the equipment and procedures

previously discussed. Table 5-1 provides information regarding the

testing schedule. Table 5-2 characterizes the specimens tested.

Figures 5-3 and 5-4 examine the behavior of K
Q

with aging time for

EPKW and NOVW specimens, respectively. Figures 5-5 through 5-10 are

p'-q diagrams for the six tests marked with Schmertmann's

quantitative theory notation (see Figure 2-1). Figures 5-11 through

5-15 are e-log a| plots reflecting the graphical solution for the

q-p
c

effect. Appendices A through F include tables and raw plots for

Tests A through F, respectively. Tables 5-3 and 5-4 summarize the

information presented in this section and Appendices A through F.

Appendix H presents sample calculations showing step-by-step

computation of the information in Table 5-4. These tables should

provide the reader an easy reference for the discussion of results in

Chapter 6.
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SYMBOLS: H

H
s

e
o

a
3

DTD

3P

OR

= initial height of specimen

= height of sol ids

= initial void ratio

= chamber pressure

= differential pressure between the chamber and the
pore pressure at the bottom of the specimen

= backpressure

= dial reading

= vertical stress

= average pore pressure

= vertical effective stress

= lateral effective stress

= lateral stress ratio for one -dimensional strain

= change in height

= void ratio

KNOWN: H , e , a,
s' o' 1

OBSERVED: a DTD, BP, OR

COMPUTED: EXCESS PWP = a -DTD-BP

u = -j (EXCESS PWP) + BP

1
" "1

K
o

=
°3 /a

i

p' = (°[+°'
3
)/2

AH = H-ADR

e = e
Q
-(AH/H

<

Figure 5-2 Chart for Reduction of "During Test" Data
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Table 5-1 Schedule of Tests

Test
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Table 5-2 Specimen Data
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 6 evaluates the test results presented in the previous

chapter and the performance of the UF ,< -consolidometer during the

tests. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 offer answers to the K
Q
-behavior and

quantitative theory questions posed in Section 1.2. Section 6.4

examines the performance of the UF K
Q
-con soli dome ter in light of the

criteria defined in Chapter 4. Section 6.5 addresses questions

considered by the UF research team and likely to arise in a critical

review of this study. Finally, Section 6.6 summarizes these

dicussions.

Prior to further discussions, some comments on Test F seem

appropriate. Noting Figure 5-10, Figure 5-16, Table 5-3 and Table

5-4, the reader easily determines Test F results are inconsistent

with Tests and E. The obvious question is why. Perusal of the

specimen data and laboratory notes suggest no procedural or equipment

deficiencies. Moreover, the laboratory notes indicate no sample

disturbance during testing. However, the low pre-aging friction

angle and large changes in void ratio indicate the sample may have

been disturbed. Consequently, the Test F results were not used in

determining NOVW characteristics. Nevertheless, Test F results are

75
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important to this study because they allow the evaluation of the

quantitative prediction theory for the Ap
CC|

= case.

6.2 K
Q
-Behavior During Secondary Compression Aging

6.2.1 Discussion

As previously noted in Section 1.2, this study sought to answer

how K behaves during secondary aging in one-dimensional compression

for NC fine-grained soils. Figure 5-3, Figure 5-4, and Table 5-3

summarize the information gathered during this project to answer that

question.

K
Q
-values for the EPKW specimens decreased an average of 3D. 08%

over a nominal 15-day aging period. K
Q
-values for the NOVW specimens

decreased an average of 37. 432 over the same period.

Friction angle values (*) were calculated using pre-aging and

post-aging K
Q
-values in Jaky's Equation [<j> = arcsin(l-K ) J. The

average pre-aging 4> values were 23.75° and 40.90° for EPKW ana NOVW,

respectively. Due to the decrease in K
Q

, corresponding friction

angle values increased during aging. Both EPKW and NOVW averaged an

increase in <J> of 10.8°.

6.2.2 Summary

For each of the six tests on NC fine-grained soil, K
Q

decreased

during secondary aging in one-dimensional compression. The average

magnitude of decrease was 30.08% and 37.43% for EPKW and NOVW,

respectively.
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6.3 Quantitative Prediction of the q-p r Effect

6.3.1 Discussion

The second question this study examined was the accuracy of the

assumptions and predictions of the existing quantitative theory for

predicting the q-p
c
effect (Schmertmann, 1981).

As discussed in Section 2.3, Schmertmann' s quantitative theory

formula was derived from an assumed stress path predicated on his

soil friction-increase theory. If the stress paths for the six tests

(Figures 5-5 through 5-10) match the assumed stress path (Figure

2-1), then his assumptions and soil friction-increase theory would be

validated. From studying Figures 5-5 through 5-10, the author

suggests the six tests validate the initial 2-3 portion of the stress

path. However, the 3-4 portion of the path occurred at a somewhat

lower slope than Schmertmann 's A=0 line. In most tests, the 3-4

portion was almost along the S
4

line. Therefore, the slope A
q

required in the prediction equation was calculated as described in

Table 5-4 and illustrated in Appendix H, rather than using the

equation derived by Schmertmann which was based on the assumed ESP

discussed in Section 2.3.2. Moreover, with the previously noted

exception of Test F, the NOVW specimens do not readily return to the

initial K
Q
-line, as do the EPKW specimens, under the small loads

applied. This occurrence indicates the aging effect is more

difficult to destroy in the NOVW. The shape of the stress paths and

the need for additional loading to destroy the aging effect in the

material of greater friction support the soil friction-increase
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theory and thus the assumptions underlying the quantitative theory

formula.

The next step was to examine the capability of the derived

mathematical expression to accurately predict the q-p
c

effect. As

shown in Figure 2-1, the magnitude of the q-p
c
effect may be obtained

graphically from an e-log a[ plot. For purposes of evaluation,

values computed from Schrnertmann' s expression were compared to those

obtained graphically from Figures 5-11 through 5-16. These values

for Ap were then divided by the consolidation pressure pQ
to

compute the percentage of additional load which could be carried due

to the q-p
c
effect. Table 5-4 summarizes the q-p~ effect

calculations.

To achieve a common basis for comparison, the author defined the

end of the q-p
c
effect as the first departure from the post-aging

slope S
4

and the first departure from a straignt line through the

small load void ratios for the mathematical and graphical techniques,

respectively. Clearly, the entire aging effect is not destroyed

until the stress path returns to the original K
Q
-line and some

analysts may include points beyond the first departure in the q-p
c

effect. This caveat should aid the reader in following the author's

analysis.

Schrnertmann' s quantitative theory predictions underpredicted

graphical values by an average of 14.97:6 for the three EPKW tests.

The average value for Apcq /p Q
for EPKW was 9.00% and 23.97% using the

mathematical and graphical procedures, respectively.

Average mathematical and graphical Ap_ /p values for NOVW,

based on Tests D and E, were 11.842 and 20.25%, respectively. As
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mentioned in Section 6.1, Test F was analyzed to determine if the

Schmertmann expression was valid when Apcq /p
was known to be zero.

The Schmercmann expression is general enough to predict Apcq
= when

the q-p
c
effect has been destroyed.

The differences expressed aDove are a consequence of the

procedures chosen to define the number 4 points on the p'-q diagrams,

Figures 5-5 through 5-10, and on the e-log a[ plots, Figures 5-11

through 5-16.

5.3.2 Summary

The shape of the stress paths and the need for additional

loading to destroy the aging effect in the material of greater

particle friction, NOVW, support the soil friction-increase theory

and thus the assumptions underlying Schmertmann' s quantitative theory

for the q-p
c

effect. Schmertmann ' s quantitative theory predictions

underpredicted graphical values from the e-log a[ plots by an average

of 14.97X for EPKW and 8.41* for NOVW. 3otn prediction methods are

subject to the analyst's judgment.

5.4 Equipment Performance Evaluation

6.4.1 Discussion

General . During the six tests, the L)F i<
Q
-con sol i dome ter

performea well each function described in Chapter 4. This section

examines the t«vo subsystems whose level of performance may be

measured in numerical terms based on test data. Excluding the

friction characteristics of the test cell which will be discussed in
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Section 6.5, the performance of the other six subsystems is measured

qualitatively as functional or dysfunctional. Each of these six were

functional throughout the testing program.

Volume Change Measurement Subsystem (VCMS) . The function of the

VCMS is to drain water. Moreover, the VCMS provides a check on the

mercury manometer since the water expelled from the specimen should

equal the vertical change in specimen heignt times the specimen area

for the K
Q
-condition. The primary function of draining water was

easily achieved. However, an extensive investigation was necessary

when the agreement between the mercury manometer and the VCMS began

deviating after primary consolidation in each test due to water loss

in the VCMS.

The first step was to insure water was not "backing up" into the

specimen during aging. If this occurred, the constant volume

necessary to maintain the KQ
-condition would be compromised. Sealing

off the chamber from the rest of the system (both by valve and

removal), the research team found the water loss still continued,

thus eliminating "backing up" as the source of loss.

Step 2 was to insure water was not being lost through leakage.

Both the Mark II and Mark III systems were charged with freon at 80

psi pressure and checked for leaks. Mo leaks were found in either

VCMS.

Pursuant to the co-principal investigator's suggestion that

temperature could contribute to water loss, the research team

installed a new heater in the temperature control room. Although

this reduced the maximum temperature variation from ±Z°F to ±0.3°F,
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the water losses continued. Therefore, temperature effects on the

VCMS seemed negligible.

Eliminating "back up," leakage, and temperature as possible

causes, the investigation turned to time-related phenomena-

evaporation and absorption. In an attempt to prevent evaporation and

absorption, an oil cover was placed on top of the water in the small

buret and nylon tubing was replaced with copper tubing where

possible. Despite these efforts, the VCMS continued to lose water.

In Step 5, a series of tests were conducted at various

backpressures to develop water loss calibrations for each VCMS.

However, the only consistent trend in the data was that the volume

loss rate increased with each subsequent event on the system,

regardless of pressure.

Finally, the research team took the data to Or. David E. Clark,

a professor in the UF Department of Materials Science and Engineering

and a specialist in the environmental sensitivity of materials and

the properties of glass. Dr. Clark made the following statements

concerning water loss in the VCMS:

1) Absorption and evaporation ao occur through nylon tubing.

The rate of absorption/evaporation is a function of humidity

and the permeability of the material.

2) The trend of increased volume loss is consistent with

decreased humidity due to the laboratory air conditioner

being used more as the semester progresses.
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3) The trend of increased volume loss is also consistent with

increased permeability of the lines resulting from age and

environmental interaction.

4) Some of the water lost may be absorbed by hydrated products

formed inside the copper tubing due to basic nature of the

water expelled from the EPKW specimens.

To sum up, the VCMS still performs its basic function of

draining water. The secondary function of providing a check for the

mercury manometer is achieved until the end of primary consolida-

tion. At this point, the absorption/evaporation of water through the

nylon tubing, masked by large volumes during primary consolidation,

appears as a drop in the VCMS. These losses do not affect the

maintenance of the K
Q
-condi

f

or the validity of the test.

Temperature Control Subsystem (TCS) . The function of the TCS is

to maintain a constant temperature. As mentioned in the preceding

discussion, the capability of the TCS was improved by replacing the

former heat source with the Arvin portable electric heater,

previously discussed and shown in Figure 4-14. This equipment was

installed during Test 6. Consequently, the mean temperature

variations for Tests A and B are greater than those for Tests C

through F as shown in Table 6-1. in sum, the temperature information

provided in Table 6-1 reveals the TCS successfully maintained a

constant temperature.
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Table 6-1 Temperature Control Subsystem (TCS) Data

Units Test + A

Desired Temperature °F 83.5 80.1 80.1 80.1 80.1 80.1

Maximum Deviation Above

Desired Temperature °F 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.6

Maximum Deviation 8elow

Desired Temperature °F 3.6 3.8 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.1

Mean Deviation Above

Desired Temperature °F 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 O.i

Mean Deviation Below
Desired Temperature °F 0.6 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1
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6.4.2 Summary

The UF ;< -consoli dome ter performed each primary function for

wnicn it was designed. A water loss in the VCMS due to

absorption/evaporation in the nylon tubing prevented the secondary

function of mercury manometer checks beyond primary consolidation.

This water loss did not compromise the K
Q
-condition or the validity

of the tests. The TCS was successful in maintaining a constant

temperature for each test.

6.5 Questions/Answers Regarding Results

6.5.1 Discussion

This section addresses three questions considered by the UF

research team and likely to arise in a critical review of this study.

1) QUESTION: Is the test cell piston subject to horizontal

eccentricity whicn would reduce the vertical stress felt by

the specimen and thus alter K
Q
?

ANSWER: First, the UF KQ-conso"

designed to preclude horizontal eccentricity on the

piston, as discussea in Section 4.3.1, load is transmitted

to the piston via a press-fitted rod which rides in two

Thomson stainless steel linear ball bushings. Two sets of

oushings were used to eliminate eccentricity.

Second, an experiment was conducted to insure the ball

bushings were doing their job. A string was tied around the

rod, run over a pulley, and loaded with weignts to put a
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horizontal load on the rod and thus the piston. At each

horizontal load, the vertical load necessary to make the

piston move was measured. Apparently the ball bushings work

quite well, since the piston moved under its own weight for

potential eccentricities up to 112%, there the experiment

ended (Table 6-2).

2) QUESTION: Since the test cell has no load cell for the

measurement of vertical stress, how reliable are the results

of this study?

ANSWER: Clearly, this question would not be posed if funds

nad been available to equip the test cells with load cells

when constructed. Using observation, calibration, and

parametric studies, the research team determined the role of

piston friction in altering the vertical stress.

If piston friction was building with time, logic

dictates the dial readings should reflect the change in

piston movement. For example, if the piston stopped, then

the dial readings would remain constant. Moreover, if the

piston stopped then started again after overcoming friction,

dial readings would reflect a constant period followed by an

abrupt change. Instead, the dial readings show a consistent

decrease in height of the specimen, characteristic of

secondary compression.

Table 6-3 gives the piston friction data for tne Mark

Ii and Mark III test cells. The cells were filled with
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Table 6-2 investigation of Eccentricity Effects in Test Cell

Horizontal Vertical Load to
Eccentr icitv =

Horiz. Load—
Load, g Move Piston, g

eccentricity vert.Load @ Honz.Load=0
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Table 6-3 Piston Friction Data

Units Mark II Test Cell Mark III Test Cell

Simulated
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water, placed in their respective oeaometer, and pressurized

to simulate operational backpressures. After balancing the

load arm to counteract uplift, the weight necessary to move

the piston was measured. Knowing the loading arm ratio and

the cross-sectional area of the piston, this load was

converted into a pressure expression for piston friction.

Finally, piston friction is expressed as a percentage of the

total vertical stress necessary to establish a consolidation

pressure of 25.63 psi at the simulated backpressure. This

table shows the piston friction is negligible.

Table 6-4 offers a parametric study of piston friction

using a "typical" point from Test 0. The parametric study

confirms i< is sensitive to piston friction. However, the

study also reveals high percentages of piston friction would

be required to compute K
Q

values that remain constant or

increase from the start of aging, given the a3 value.

In conclusion, implementing a load cell is the ultimate

answer to monitoring the vertical stress and piston

friction. However, observation, calibration, and parametric

studies indicate the total vertical stress remains constant

and free from piston friction effects throughout the test.

QUESTION: How accurately was the operator able to maintain

tne K -condi tion using the mercury manometer?

ANSWER: The UF i(

Q
-consol idometer was monitored every 2 to 4

hours for the duration of the test. Adjustments were made

in small increments, as indicated by the manometer, to



TaDle 6-4 Parametric Study of Piston Friction Using a "Typica

Point from Test D

Data: Aging time = 7.917 days deduction in K

tfj = 42.47 psi Since Start of Aging = 33.33%

u = 16.16 psi

a
3

= 22.97 psi K
Q
at Start of Aging = .366

% Decrease Due
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maintain the K
Q
-condition. TaDle 6-5 gives the mean for

readings above and below the K
Q
-level for each test. These

aata suggest an experienced operator can successfully

maintain the K
Q
-condition using the mercury manometer as an

indicator of lateral strain.

5.5.2 Summary

The UF K.-consolidometer test cell exhibited no horizontal
o

eccentricity of the piston when tested. Moreover, piston friction

appeared negligible based on observation and calibration of both test

cells. Test data suggest an experienced operator can successfully

maintain the K
Q
-condition using the mercury manometer as an indicator

of lateral strain.

6.6 Summary

This chapter addressed a broad range of issues regarding the

test results and equipment performance. The statements below

summarize the discussions on these issues.

1) K
Q

decreased an average of 30.08% and 37.43% for normally

consolidated EPKW and NOVW specimens, respectively, during

secondary aging in one-dimensional compression.

2) Both EPKW and NOVW specimens exhibited the q-p
c

effect.

Schmertmann' s quantitative theory predictions for the q-p
c

effect underpredicted graphical values by an average of

14.97% for EPKW and 8.41% for NOVW.
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Table 6-5 Operation of the Lateral Strain Null Subsystem (LSNS) or

Mercury Manometer

Units Test

Mean Deviation
psi 0.13 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.03

Mean Deviation
psi 0.18 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.03
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J) The UF K -consolidometer performed each primary function for

which it was designed. The only problem area was the water

loss from the VCMS after primary consolidation. This loss,

due to absorption/evaporation in the nylon tubing, prevented

checks on the mercury manometer after primary consolidation

but did not compromise the K
Q
-condition or the validity of

the tests.

4) Eccentricity and friction in the piston do not appear to be

factors in the OF K
Q
-consolidometer test cells. Performance

data suggest an experienced operator can successfully

maintain the K -condi tion us

indicator of lateral strain.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions

Analysis of the test results and equipment performance for the

six K
Q
-consolidation tests on NC fine-grained soils appears to

justify the following conclusions.

i) K decreases during secondary aging in one-dimensional

compression for NC fine-grained soils.

2) The q-p
c
effect develops in both cohesive and cohesionless

fine-grained soils. Moreover, greater loads are required to

destroy the aging effect in the cohesionless soil. Both

occurrences suggest the q-p
c
effect develops aue to increased

friction rather than bonding.

3) Schmertmann ' s quantitative theory predictions for the q-p„

effect underpredict graphical values by an average of 14.97%

for EPKW and 8.412 for NOYW. This agreement is reasonable

considering the subjective aspects of both tecnniques.

4) The UF i< -consol idometers are capable of maintaining and

accurately measuring cne K
Q
-condition when operated oy

experienced people using the prescribed techniques.

93
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7.2 Recommendations

The author offers the following suggestions for furthering this

research.

1) Pursue current UF plans to implement a load cell into the

test cell. This action would eliminate the need for piston

friction calibration.

2) Expand the data base. More tests on EPKW and NOVW should be

run to provide additional evidence for the previously stated

conclusions. Moreover, tests should be run on other MC fine-

grained soils to verify the findings.

3) Invite other researchers to UF to review the equipment and

test specimens of their choice. Based on the diversity of

opinion found during the literature review, the author thinks

this may be the only way to settle the arguments surrounding

K -behavior and the origins of the q-p
c

effect.



APPENDIX A

TEST A: TABULATED RESULTS AND RAW PLOTS

Table A-l Test A:
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Table A-2 Test A: Values for o- e in %, U3, and u

a
i
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APPENDIX B

TEST 8: TABULATED RESULTS AND RAW PLOTS

Table B-l Test B:



Table 8-2 Test 3: Values for a[, e, e in %, a'^, and
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APPENDIX C

TEST C: TABULATED RESULTS AND RAW PLOTS

Table C-l Test C:

Aging Time K p' q K
Q

as % of
t (days) (psi) (psi) Pre-Aging K
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TaDle C-l—continued.
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Table C-2 Test C: Values for <jp e, e in %, CT3, and u

a
i
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APPENDIX D

TEST 0: TABULATED RESULTS AND RAW PLOTS

Table D-l Test D: Values



Table l)-1—continued.

112

Aging Time

t (days)
P

(psi)
q

(psi)

K as % of

Pre-Aging K

233
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Table 0-2
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APPENDIX E

TEST E: TABULATED RESULTS AND RAW PLOTS

Table E-l Test E:
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TaDle E-2 Test E: Values for a{, e, e in 4. and u

a
i
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APPENDIX F

TEST F: TABULATED RESULTS AND RAW PLOTS

Table F-l Test F:
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Taole F-l~continued.
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TaDle F-2
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Taole F-2---continued.
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APPENDIX G

EPKW AND NOVW: RESULTS OF CONVENTIONAL OEOOMETER TESTS

Table G-l EPKW and NOVW: Conventional Oedometer Test Specimen Data

Units Soil - EPKW NOVW

w
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Table G-2 EPKW and HOVW: Values for cr£, e, and e in % for

Conventional Oedorneter Tests

Soil

EPKW

NOVW

a
i
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APPENDIX H

This appendix provides a step-by-step guide for calculating the

information in Table 5-4. Calculations shown are for Test A.

r

i

p = o{ = a
1

- u = 86.31 - 60.63 = 25.63 psi

;

a-, = total vertical stress known from oedometer calibration;

u = backpressure reading before placement of final load since

excess pore water pressure from previous load has

dissipated.

(2) Slope of Initia'

(1-K @ point 2)/(l+K @ point 2) = (l-.457)/(l+.457)
.373

(3) Slope of K
Q
-Line After q-p

c
Effect, S

4

S4
= (1-K (3 point 4)/(l+K. @ point 4) = (l-.282)/(l+.282)
= .560

(4) Net Effect of A over the entire 2-4 ESP of the q-p c Process, A
c -—— -q

q 2(q
4
-q

2
) 2(10.20 - 7.00)

'™*

(5) Magnitude of q-p
c

Effect from Schmertmann' s Theory, Ap

Ap =p
2tl-A

q
)(S

4
-S

2
)

a2563 2 (l-.588)(.560-.373)
cq

°[1-(1-2A )S
4
](1+S

2
) [l-{l-2(.588)}.560](l+.373]

= 2.62 psi

133
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(6) Magnitude of q-p
c

Effect from e-log a { Plot, AP cq

APcq
= ia[ at the end of the q-p

c
effect)-(p =a]_)

= 32.42 - 25.53 = 6.79 psi

The end of the q-p
c
effect is defined as the first departure

from a straight line through the small load void ratios. The

numerical value for a[ is determined by interpolating between

points with known a[ values.

a{ at the end of the q-p
c
effect = 31.26 + .8(32.71 - 31.26)

= 32.42 psi

(7) Predicted Increase in Load Capacity Due to q-p
c

Effect,

Ap cq theory /po

% increase = ^ theory
* 100 - l&gL * 100 = 10.22%

p n 25.63 psi

(3) Graphically-Determined Increase in Load Capacity Due to q-p
c

Effect, APcq plot/p

% increase - ^£^121 * 100 = ||2|^£|1, * 100 = 26.49%

(9) Quantitative Theory Prediction vs. Graphical Solution

Difference = % Increase (Theory) - % Increase (Graphical)

= 10.22 - 25.49 = 16.27*
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